Sign Up, Sign On,... Set Up
1. Sign up for an account at wordpress.com
a. Once you do this, go to your email to find the activation link, then click to activate it.
2. Follow the steps to set up your domain.
		

Choose a category (this places
you in an appropriate search)

Choose a format

CHECK YOUR EMAIL TO ACTIVATE YOUR ACCOUNT.
OTHERWISE, YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO WORK ON
YOUR WEBSITE.

Your Website...
•

The website you develop at the beginning of class will be completed by the end of semester.

•

It will be an important component of your final grade.

•

You will be ahead of the game if you keep up with it as class progresses.

Theme:
Choose your theme wisely. It will effect how your website looks.
Each theme is created differently, so they do not all respond the same way.
Go for free one. You can always change themes later, so you’re not stuck with it.

Pages/Navigation
You will set up a navigation bar using pages and the menu function. All of this will be outlined in the
following pages.

Posts vs. Pages
Posts differ from pages in that they are not static. Pages stay where they are, with specific navigation to get
to them. Posts are commentary that runs as you write each one. The latest one appears first, the rest can be
found by scrolling backward. These are meant for dated material, or events... stories or commentary.
Pages are intended for information that stays the same, like an About page, or Contact information page.
A Home pages is where the viewer lands. It’s the first impression of your website. The blog with the posts
resides on this page (unless you move it to another).
Thus, pages are the structural components for the navigation or menu.

The following instructions are quite detailed. They spell out how to set up your navigation, etc.
We will cover this in class. This is to give you the information at your disposal should you need it.

When is this due?
The link to your website is due the first week... see iLearn for where to post it.
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO HAVE THE ENTIRE SITE COMPLETED the first week.
You will establish the theme and nagivation as you progress. Follow the assignments on iLearn. If you want
to move ahead, you can complete the instructions on this PDF sooner.
Ask for help! This is not intuitive for everyone. So, no worries if you are overwhelmed. You are here to learn.

OMG

here it goes...

1. Do weekly posts (See Posts section of this PDF) MAKE THEM INTERESTING.
USE DIFFERENT TOOLS AVAILABLE. Add photos or other images. Trick it out for the great grade!
2. Add your PNG files (smaller files you will save of your work) of your assignments as you complete them.

Navigation or Menu
You will need to make sure you have the pages set up with the proper navigation.
Your menu should be:
Home (your opening page)

About

Contact

				
				
				
				
				

ToolBox

Menu Bar

Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesign
Premiere
Gamestar

Child Pages for the
Toolbox Page in a
drop-down menu

For an example, I set up a website for Toolbox at this link: https://terrimarist.wordpress.com/

Rocking Wordpress
Start with your dashboard. Log into your account. (sitename/wp-admin)
You may find your Theme looks a little different on the back end. But, you should be able to make sense of it
following these guidelines. If not, please ask. Everyone who creates themes has a different idea when building a
theme.
Add Pages for each: About, Contact, Toolbox, Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Premiere, and Gamestar

Menu Bar
Pages

Child
Pages
This is what your dashboard, and how to get to
your Pages.

Adding a page is simple.
Click on Pages, then Add New.

Page Set Up
Add New Page
Give it a title
If this is one of the drop-down menu page,
make the Parent Page be Toolbox

Add media (your assignment PNG files).

Add the PNG images of your projects to the
appropriate pages. (If you don’t have those made,
go back and make them using Photoshop.)
You can add a caption.
There are other options you can explore if you like.

Adding Pages to Menu for Navigation
Just because you made pages, doesn’t mean Wordpress knows what to do with him.
So, you add them to the menu. You can find the Menu on your Dashboard under Appearance.
If you wind up with a slightly different area and still find Menu. However you get there depends on your theme,
or where you are on the interface.

Your Wordpress may look like this figure on the left.
It works the same way. Just click Menu to call up the
Menu Navigation.

Most likely you will see your main
pages on the Default Menu.
Select Main Menu or Primary Menu.
You can add pages by clicking on
the + sign. This will give you the
option to add a page above or below,
or as a Child Page (like you need to do
with the Photoshop page under Toolbox)

When you click on
Add New Menu Item, a dialog
will open up showing the
available pages you set up
previously.
Choose the one that relates an
click add item.

Make sure your hierarchy looks like
the example below.
You want the order to appear as
shown. If it does not, just drag
and drop the page to where it
needs to be.
Notice the Child Pages to
Tool Box are indented. If yours
are not, just drag it over one slot.
Once everything is set up,
SAVE your menu.
Check to see if it works by
looking at the site.

Tricking Out Your Website
You’ve chosen a theme. Each one looks different. Basically, they work in a similar fashion.
This one allows you to put a logo in place, and a header image, as well as a site name and tagline.
Site Title
Tagline

This image comes with
Theme but is changeable.

General Settings

Get this through the Admin or Dashboard
Settings > General
Site Title (how you
type it is how it looks,
so make it right)
Tagline: Description
or catchy phrase
If you want, Upload a logo
thumbnail, photo or image that is
square to use as an identifier for
the blog.

You can also reach
settings from this
dialog, see next page.

Customizing Your Theme
On Your Dashboard: Go to Themes > Customize:
This opens up a dialog with several options, depending on your theme.
Change your color scheme, Fonts, Header Image, add Widgets, etc.

Header
This gives you the option to change your image on your header, background, depending on your theme.
You can create something in Photoshop, or use a photo or image you have. Try a few. The size will have an
impact on how it works. So, try a few, or change the size and proportion of one you have using Photoshop.

Static Front Page:
Generally, you would want your
blog posts to appear on the
Front Page or Home Page.
Sometimes it makes sense to
have it be a Static page, meaning,
the content doesn’t change. Your
posts won’t appear here. Instead,
you would make a separate page
for the blog. This takes some
configuring.

Widgets:
Widgets are different options
you can add to your website,
such as RSS feed, Facebook,
Flicker, Twitter, Plug-ins, etc.
There are some good ones like
Akismet that helps keep spam
out of your comments section.
Scout out what you want and
use those.

Making Posts
This is similar to creating pages. The interface is similar. However, Posts are completely different.
Posts are like running commentary. The scroll from top to bottom on the Home Page (unless the Home Page is
Static (no changing content), and the posts they are designated to another page) with the newest at the top.
Make at least 1 post per week. Write a some information, post one of your papers from this semester. Post a photo, or one of your projects with a caption, or comment discussion what it is and how you made it. Be sure to give
credit if you use a photo from source.
Use different fonts, Bold, Italic, Quotes, etc. Play with the tools.

Dashboard
Posts > New

Type here...
Clicking here will
reveal more tools...

Your Wordpress may look like this. So, you can click on Blog Posts > Add, if your theme looks like this. It will do
the same thing.

Add Photos or image
(PNG or JPEG)
Bullets
Numbers
Bold
Bold
Text Color

Quote
Flush Left, Center, Flush Right

Add Link

Adding a Link
Place cursor where you want it, or select already
placed link, then click on Link to Get this dialog.
Add Link. This activates the hyperlink.

Adding a Photo or Image
Place cursor where you want it.
Click on Add Media. Choose your media
from the library or upload a new image.

Add a caption to photos if you wish.

Insert it into the post.

Embedding YouTube or Vimeo Link
Get the movie’s embed code from YouTube or
Vimeo. Copy the code.
On your Wordpress Post or Page, switch from Visual
to HTML by clicking on the HTML tab. This opens
the HTML code.
You will see everything on your post, plus some
weird code-y things. Paste your embed code where
you want the video to appear.
Switch back to visual and you should see the video
screen. If not, check in Preview to see it.

Featured Image
You can set a Featured image in your posts. This will
make a large photo at the head of your post.
Click on Set Featured Image and it will take you to the
Media Library, just like it does for adding a regular
image. Choose your image, or upload a new one.

Publish
When you are done. Click Preview to check your work if you want. Then click Publish to post it.

